
Our Christian Values 
In Terms 5 and 6, our Christian 

Values will be Trust, Hope,      
Thankfulness and Humility. 

     Second star to the right…         
We will be using the story of Peter Pan 

as the inspiration for some of our 
learning this term. We will be         

exploring capacity to make potions 
that will send the fairies back to 

Neverland. 

There’s a curious commotion... 
...at the bottom of the ocean.  We will 

be learning about life under the 
waves and the creatures that live 

there. We are really looking forward to 
an exciting term with lots of lovely  

learning opportunities. 
If you have any questions then      
please do not hesitate to get in 

touch. 
The Reception Team 

Ahoy there matey!... 
This term we will be making a pizza 

treasure map.  We will be following the 
clues to the terrific treasure and then 

weighing our loot!  

Summer sun... 
If the sun is out, and we hope it is, 
please make sure your child has a 
named sunhat with them and has 

had sun cream applied in the   
morning to keep them ‘sun safe’. 

Welcome to Terms 5 and 6 in Reception 

This term we will be thinking about pirates and sailing the seven seas. The children 
will have the opportunity to enhance their learning with a Pirate Day which will    

involve lots of treasure hunting, treasure map making, clue following and adventure. 
We will be continuing our daily phonics, our reading and writing activities, sharing 

books at school and at home and reading our green and red words.  In mathematics 
we will be  using numbers to 20, weighing and measuring treasure, spatial reasoning 

and finding out about capacity. 

It’s a pirate’s life for me! 
Reception will have the opportunity to  

use drama and music to get into 
character and sail on an adventure 

on the seven seas. 

PE 
We will be having outdoor PE ses-

sions this term.  Please ensure your 
child has an outdoor PE kit  

including trainers or plimsolls. 

 


